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The Convergent Appliance for Small and Medium Businesses
The modern organisation is digitally cluttered with a multitude of devices and software. A router is
needed for local network connectivity, network attached storage (NAS) for central storage, an
assortment of software for encryption, collaboration, backup and malware detection. Often, these are
not integrated and difficult to use. GigaCentral Business Appliance (GCBA) is created precisely to
overcome these challenges. Converging multiple functionalities into one convenient package GCBA can
act as a router, NAS storage, backup and collaboration software; finally giving productivity back to the
Information worker

GigaCentral Business Appliance is the convergent solution that combines the capability of file sync and
share for fast, unhindered collaboration and frictionless backup and restore for business continuity.
Packed with critical features such as fluid disk technology, real time content discovery and ransomware
detection, GCBA is indispensable for today’s modern organisation.

Interesting Facts
• 48% of small businesses with between two
and twenty employees have experienced
data loss (Carbonite)

• The median cost of downtime for an small
and medium business is $12,500 per day after
a data loss disaster. (Crashplan.com)

• 40%-60% of small and medium businesses
never re-open after data disaster (FEMA)

• 86% of employees cite lack of collaboration
for workplace failures (ClearCompany)

• Paying the ransom is often the easiest path
out of ransomware infections (FBI)

• 80% of an information worker’s time is spent
on collaborative activities. (Prysm)
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Frictionless Backup
Performing backups should always be frictionless. If it is too hard or too intrusive, it will never be
ever done. Which is why we painstakingly ensure that backups can be done in the most
unobtrusive way possible. Setup is a one time event after which GigaCentral just takes over and
laboriously perform the backups without the need of any user intervention. Backups can also be
performed across multiple tiers of storage ensuring complete redundancy of data in the event of
a catastrophic failure. This is inline with Gartner’s 3-2-1 backup methodology where data is
maintained in 3 locations: local hard disk, GigaCentral appliance and cloud, 2 different media with
at least 1 copy offsite. The fact that the data is replicated across different physical locations also
means that there is no single point of failure that would result in data losses.

Unhindered Collaboration
Information workers today do not work alone. Collaboration improves individual productivity and
business workflow automation. Companies today are increasingly collaborating across borders
and ecosystems, with partners external to their organizations. Cognizant of the demands of
modern day organisations, GigaCentral is designed to provide unhindered collaboration to
everyone. The user experience is simple, with minimal learning curve, most users would be able
to fit GigaCentral into their existing workflows. Document check in and check out feature
minimizes confusion and overwrite while documents are edited collaboratively. Automatic file
syncing means that updated content would be available whether accessed through the cloud or
the appliance ensuring maximum productivity.

Convergent Device

Real-Time Content Discovery

GCBA combines a router, NAS
storage, backup and collaboration
software into one convenient
package providing everything that is
needed for information workers to be
productive. There are also provisions
for organisations to connect GCBA to
the internet via 4G LTE or 3G through
a data plan, accessible from a SIM
slot on the side of the appliance.

GigaCentral can scan files to accurately
identify regulated and sensitive data in
real time. Once identified, the user
will be alerted before they could be
shared with other users. This mitigate
leaks of sensitive data before they
become
costly
mistakes
and
significantly help organizations adhere
to regulations such as GDPR (General
Data Protection Regulation).

GigaCentral by InspireTech
InspireTech is passionate about developing innovative applications for
organisations. With customer-centric solutions for mobility, messaging and
document management systems, InspireTech has acquired hundreds of
global clients from leading financial institutions, chemical firms, education
institutions and government institutions globally.
Find out more about GigaCentral at www.gigacentral.com
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